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ABSTRACT

questions
A very big thank you goes out to everyone who has come along my design
journey. It really does take a village. Through the countless all nighters,
complaints about reviews that don’t make sense, and the constant modeling
I am doing on my computer, you have been there. Your endless love, support,
and willingness to take my surveys is unmatched and I literally would not have
a thesis if it weren’t for you. I know that architecture has a vey niche culture of
understanding and that not a lot of things I have said or done over the past 7 years
has made a lot of sense. That is why I am creating this thesis. It’s payback time.

How can architecture use current tools like social media in order to engage
communities in the participatory design process?
What data can be gathered through immediate feedback methods so as to
gauge opinions across a multitude of platforms?
How can site-specific questions be answered through the progression of a
social-media-integrated design process?
What types of social media insights affect design decisions?

goals
The goals of this thesis are twofold;
the first goal is to utilize social media
engagement tools in order to incorporate
feedback data into an integrated
architectural design process. The second
goal is to analyze and translate the
data taken from social media surveys
in order to test how the integration of
outside voices can possibly affect an
architectural proposal. Social media is
a growing tool that is being applied in
new ways outside of its original digital
platform. It can be woven into business

models and create new ways to interact
with a multitude of users. It is inclusive
and when used correctly, connects
people whose physical or metaphorical
differences may have separated them in
the past. The primary audience for this
thesis are those who have not previously
interacted with architects or the design
build industry. It is these opinions that
matter most in the methodology carried
out so as to best understand final user
needs. This new “network” creates a new
line of communication in design.

participatory design
MAIN PRINCIPLES
- Consider community
members as key
stakeholders and
understand their
needs because they
know the area best.

- The continuation
of the participatory
design process leads
to the strengthening
of community
relationships and
info-sharing.

- Community
members look
at architects as
outsiders and
spending time
understanding shared
values bolsters trust
in the process.

- Engaging with
diverse stakeholders
in order to understand
what affects them
and see how involved
they want to be in the
design process.

- Respect the
specific culture of
the community and
their issues while
simultaneously
developing the
project.

what is it really?

- Ideally, participatory design directly involves its
potential users within the design process. New
projects being integrated into a community can
foster a greater sense of belonging and social
ownership. Centering the local community as key
stakeholders brings about pride that creates an
equitable project.

data & design application

How can a social media insights report be applied to the
participatory design process? This thesis utilizes metrics from Meta
platforms such as Instagram and Facebook. Using these insights sheds
new light on the people who are not only seeing your social media page,
but interacting with the content that you are producing. Since the
beginning of social media, architects, design admirerers, and critics
alike have snapped pictures and utilized hashtags to share their ideas
about the existing built environment. Buildings and their features were
sought after because of their picture perfect quality. Now, we can use
these virtual visitor statistics to predict the future of architecture. The
use of metric pages, like those provided by Meta, exhibit how engaged
other users are with ideas being shared on a certain page. The privileges
that users allow companies to track can be shared in order to provide a
complete picture of an “active page.” This report can be geared towards
a number of purposes, and architects need to start utilizing this tool
to compare and engage the future users of their buildings. Certain
elements of the built environment appeal or disuage an audience, and
whether or not they actually verbalize this opinion is still gathered in
report. (15,22)

purpose

- To break down assumed misconceptions and find
out the truth about the needs of a community from
the people who reside in it.
- Participatory design instills a sense of personal
responsibility when it gives a voice to those not
considered before. This sense of ownership will be
applied to the longevity of the project.

Benefits

- One of the key goals of participatory design is that
it brings people from all walks of life together. This
might bring unexpected discourse and different
opinions don’t normally interact.
- When considering community opinions & needs
from the perception of an architect, sometimes they
get lost in translation. A successful partnership
must have communication & compromise.(32)

- Integrate
sustainability
within the project to
empower community
members to take
pride and ownership
in its development.

(3)

Specific Takeaways from Insights Report:

SOCIAL MEDIA
INSIGHTS REPORT

- The advent of the “digital age” has made
sharing information and opinions more
accessible for people near & far away.
- Social media allows people to connect
and form digital “communities” based on
physical ones or virtual interests.
- Facebook even has a feature called
“community help” where users can log on &
pledge their time or money to help projects.
(9)

fig 02

- Demographics
- Positive engagement
- Negative engagement
- Time spent on posts
- “Likes” on a post
- Identification of target
audience
- Number of clicks
- Engaged action items
(Buttons)
- Page views
-Story reach

- Recommendations
- Page previews
- Followers
- Orders of goods &
services
- Promotions
- Highlights
- Exits
- Boosts

case studies
Design-build projecg actively
involved elemntary school
children in Portland Oregon to
learn about water mitigation
and allow them to actually help
construct a mitigation system
integrated within their current
play space. Design process also
included parents and teacher
input. (43)
Thesis project presented by
Bo Zhang investigates how
mining Instagram users’
posts within a site in Seattle’s
Freeway Park can understand
their emotional ties to the park.
Additionally studied the use
of the park and developed a
method for integrating social
media into landscape design.

- While this project was effective, it only served one school.
There was an amazing amount of impact as the parent
teacher association, students, and designers were all
collaborating together. Because the project was so niche,
the only form of communication needed was at closed PTA
meetings.
An old site used for dumping
was reimagined in San
Francisco. The community
noticed a non-accessible
site due to the construction
of a highway and worked
together to clean up the site.
This movement has spread
throughout the city and is
being applied to another site. (7)

- Zhang’s thesis proposal is the closest in comparison
to this thesis study. Instead of creating new content, the
investigation dove into posts that are already existing. It was
from these pictures and hashtags taken around the test-bed
site that the author was able visualize the extent of the park,
how it was used, and what people really thought about it. He
attempted to change the way site-survey understandings
were conducted through a virtual, emotional method.

(47)

A response to how COVID-19
has changed kid’s lives & how
they interact with each other.
This intervention is an example
of activating public spaces
benefits child development
and community health.
It is also an international
movement carried out in New
York and Africa. (25)
Gensler is one of the world’s
leading architectural firms.
with this positon comes the
teamwork of thousands of
people across international
offices. This study was
conducted in order to
understand the best way
to bring people back to
a productive office post-

TAKEAWAYS

-Possible project that was not clear about methods used
to shut down these streets and acquire the necessary
community engagement that would achieve the goals
originally set out. Used public input and the internet during
the pandemic in order to share these ideas. It would be
interesting to see what people thought of the proposal and
if it was successful across varied generations and not just
children.

Home Trends Design Survey
with portion dedicated to
community and neighborhood
development completed
by the AIA. Identifies trends
like exterior finishes, the
business of renovating a home,
and what sort of styles are
trending within participating
neighborhoods. (1)

-Interesting to see how large architecture corporations
are surveying their employees to figure out how to move
forward and get back to work. Did not have to use social
media because all of the survey takers were contractionally
obligated employees. The study is not over yet in that
whatever position the firm takes from the answers in the
survey might be changing the way they facilitate design
progress within their offices.

pandemic. (45)
fig 03

fig 04

The Catholic University of
Louvain in Belgium was tested
and redesigned by students
in the 1960’s. The process
was more physical than
others in that these students
made models practiced
their construction skills on
a “practice house” before
finishing the university plans. (42)

TAKEAWAYS

-This project was successful in that it completed the
renovation of a practice house before the group manually
redesigned and rebuilt their university to better their needs.
With this in mind, it was the rebellious mindset of the youth
of the 1960’s that created the campus standing now. they
utilized the traditional architectural method even though
none of them were classically trained in the process.
-More of a success than the others and not just because
it was a design build. Utilized the community board and
forums in order to physically bring people to meetings to
collaborate. Great example of participatory design but limited
to a niche group of people. Community members were so
interested in how the project was progressing that they
actually took part in the building process. While this project
was successfully shared on social media, it did not use any
modern tools to share concepts as it was progressing.

Design trust for public space
is a collective in Nyc that
brings together a unique
group of partners within the
public and private sector. its
greatest achievement was
the “al fresco” street project
that promoted more open
streets for community activity,
pedestrians and outdoor
restaurants.
(2)

-Not as much of a design build project, but more of a
pedestrian-driven urban reinvention project. Streets were
shut down in New York City in order to promote a greater level
of community engagement and experiment with how people,
restaurants, and other retail would use the new space. The
project that drove this new experience used their internet
based website in order to spread this movement. While this
project succeeded in activating the community, this same
idea was already occuring because of the pandemic and did
not change the way architecture was used afterwards.
-Restricted the group of people that could accurately
complete the survey to homeowners who have a single/
detached house. The methods by which the statistics being
displayed were not forthcoming. While the graphic promises
to be “interactive,” there are only three trending categories
that the institute looked into and created 2 graphs for each.
There wasn’t enough description or inclusion of personal
testimonies.

participatory
project comparison
The following is a comparison of a recent study conducted by Lino Bianco,
a professor and senior lecturer at the University of Architecture at the
University of Malta. His paper entitled, “Social Media; Third Person Perspectives
of Architecture,” follows a similar train of thought as this thesis. In the paper,
Bianco utilizes Facebook as a research tool in order to investigate how people not
normally included within the architecture world think about provocative images
created by designers. The picture on the left was posted to the fan page of an
author asking, “would you live in this house? yes or no.” The picture was liked,
commented on, and shared. Bianco similarly pooled the data taken from these
interactions and transferred them to data tables to summarize the findings.
Then, the idea of the “third person effect” was introduced and how mass
communication can sway the attitudes and opinions of users.
While bianco’s project is similar in
that it attempts to gauge feedback from
a range of people using a social media in
order to better understand architecture,
there are some elements that limit the
conclusions of the project. It is these
limitations that this thesis learns from and
adapts in order to improve the situation.
The post itself was limited in that
it was only going to reach a certain radius
of people. it was not promoted using the
facebook feature that boosts a post beyond
the confines of just those who have actively
sought out to “friend” a user. while the
image stirred a lot of responses, it was
posted to the fan page of a popular author
whose readers are of a certain age group,
thus limiting the respose demographic.
additionally, the momentum that this post
generated was not acted upon in order to
further study the impact of “third person
effect” and how it makes users think about
architecture. (6)
fig 05

fig 05

TRADITIONAL
ARCHITECTURE PROCESS

fig 06

The traditional architectural process has long been
challenged and theorized, but it is used every day without
fail in the field. Different viewpoints and occupations
within the industry might shift the chronological order
in various iterations based on experience. Above is a
more generalized rendition of the process taken from a
Masterclass by Frank Gehry. The goal of this class was
to educate those outside the architecture field, and is a
credible connection to this thesis.

According to Frank Gehry’s Masterclass,
community outreach is only occassionally
introduced to a building’s development at
the beginning of its proposal. After that stage,
many projects lose this external voice that is
heavily affected by the final intervention. There
is no repeat interaction or sense of approval
from the designers as the process continues.
(23)

REACTIONS FROM STAKEHOLDERS GATHERED FINAL INTERVENTION PROPOSAL PRESENTED

FINAL DESIGN PHASE BASED ON LAYERS OF FEEDBACK
INTERVIEWS WITH STAKEHOLDERS ABOUT PROGRESS

finished, hardware, and lighting chosen

RESPONSES ANALYZED THROUGH ARCHITECTURAL LENS
built ins and furniture approved

SURVEY SHARED AND RESPONSES GATHERED

plans and sections finalized

SECOND SURVEY SHARED WITH DEVELOPMENT
end of conceptual design phase

construction set created
floor plan and contractor approval

ANALYSIS OF OPINIONS & NEXT STEP SHARED ON SOCIALS

material selection

possible renderings

RESPONSES ANALYZED WITH ARCHITECTURAL LENS
program survey and approval from client

preliminary site plan

conceptual plan and sections
SURVEY SHARED AND RESPONSES GATHERED

construction documents created and sent to contractor

fig 07

INTEREST , & INTENTIONS SHARED ON SOCIAL MEDIA

CLIENT QUESTIONARRE & FEEDBACK

SCOPE, SCHEDULE, AND ZONING

INITIAL RESEARCH & CONCEPT STUDY

PROPOSED INtEGRATED
DESIGN

Above is a proposal for a more democratic process that directly integrates communities and users. It follows a timeline parallel
to that of the phases outlined by Frank Gehry’s Masterclass. It is important that this proposed process is percieved as being
an “additive” to the traditional architectural process, instead of suggesting to abolish it altogether. While a lot of this thesis is
dedicated to designing lines of feedback in order to progress a proposal, its greater integration within the traditional design process
is necessary. The main reason for this is that the community’s voice must be amplified more than the literal and figurative space
that it is being sectioned off to now. With this placement, the proposed integrated design process would include the community
voice in more than just the very conceptual phase. (12)

fig 08

The timeline above compares the proposed integration process to the traditional model being used in the industry today.Utilizing
social media as a design tool allows architects to repeatedly incorporate immediate feedback from a broader audience. As seen
here, different platforms can be utilized throughout design phases to create artifacts at different lengths of time for review.

testbed: “the
forgotten borough”
Staten Island has been known too long as
“The Forgotten Borough.” This has added
to its negative reputation throughout the
rest of the city. It is time to change that. St.
George is a very special place and the first
impression of the island that many tourists
see. Intentional improvements here will only
better the community and entire island.

fig 09

Staten Island was originally part of the
British colonies and played part in the
Revolutionary War. It was incorporated into
the consolidation of NYC in 1897. Since
then, it has been the highest growing and
developed of the five boroughs. To this day,
there are new residential communities
being established on the south shore. While
the island is physically constrained, it has
tremendous potential.
St. George

The term “Forgotten Borough” was coined as
early as 1928 when politicians in Manhattan
were ignoring problems associated with
the island. Additionally, many do not
consider Staten Island comparable to its
sister boroughs. Staten Island is the most
rural and is not directly connected to the
rest of the city’s subway system along
with being the farthest from Manhattan.

(30)

(33)

fig 10

fig 09

As time and the nickname have gone on, it has
only gained noteriety. Paired with politics and
pop culture, the island is sometimes considered
a punchline from those who have barely spent
more than an hour here. Nevertheless, the
islanders are fierce and proud. Despite what many
say, there are good jobs and many ammenties
that come with living within island borders.

(52)

fig 11
Historically, St. George is the most built-up area on Staten Island. It was
where the colonists first settled and was acquired by the Dutch during the
purchase of Manhattan. As of the last 20 years, St. George gained the reputation
of being a problematic area. While the initial infrastructure and architectural
context of the neighborhood seems promising, the area was described as “seedy 		
and troublesome. Unfortunately,
this is a part of the Island that parents warn their children about and don’t feel safe walking alone at night. During AND postCOVID, the neighborhood struggles with racial divide, disputes with Staten Island’s police force and civil administration, and
small busness growth. There are plenty of spatial opportunities and current infrastructure that have not been fully taken
advantage of throughout the neighborhood. In 2015, there were plans to revamp the image of st. george and the island by
developing land for shopping outlets, a large parking structure for commuters, and a 630-foot ferris wheel. The plans were later
abandoned in 2018 and islanders have had to deal with these half-completed spaces that were supposed to bring bright hope.

st. george CONTEXT

(5, 14))

70,000 passengers ride the
Staten Island Ferry every
day which makes almost 22
million people annually. That
gives the island 22 million
chances to entice people
to step out of the terminal
and see what the rest of the
island has to offer just steps
away.
St. George is home to
the 120th Precinct LAW
ENFORCEMENT, that
covers a large portion of the
North Shore and has the
responsibility of being part
of one of the nation’s biggest
counterterrorism hotspots.
The precinct station itself
is located across the street
from the ferry.

STATEN STAKEHOLDERS
The NYC Parks Department
has branches all across the
city big and small. From
medians with greenery

to playgrounds and
community centers, this
department is tasked with
the upkeep of all of them.
This includes the Staten
Islande waterfront parks.

Staten Island’s Municipal
headquarters are located
throughout St. George. The

Borough Hall is across the
street from the ferry with the
Supreme, Civil, Family, and
Criminal Court just walking
steps away. This is a large
group of people who frequent
the area and affect island-wide
political change. St. George is
a proud community with many
generations of native Staten
Islanders who proudly live
there. It has a rich tapestry of
shared oral history. St. George

Many local restaurants and
stores are hurting in St.
George due to COVID and lack
of traffic. These hardworking
and genuine hotspots
deserve to have a light shone
on their efforts. It takes a lot
of personal determination to
keep these gems alive and
running.

What are the
specific needs of the
people in this area
and how can they be
satisfied?

fig 13

has elements dating all the way
to the Revolutionary War and
deserves to be taken car of. The
community and the area that it
resides in needs the resources
it deserves to thrive for the next
generation of Islanders.

fig 12

How can current
attractions be
highlighted or
accentuated in order
to attract visitors?
How can the Island
metaphorically and
physically revamp
its image?
What programs
can be integrated
in order to enact
positive change?

TESTBED QUESTIONS

METHODs

PARALLEL PROCESS
The design of the survey itself is an important part
of the methods. The findings from the survey are
dependent on whether people are interested in
completing the questions and taking in all of the
important graphics provided as the “scope” of the
project.

Each time the survey is to be sent out, there are
some control questions that always start it off. It is
important that the survey identifies the audience, how
they heard about the survey, and whether or not they
include themselves as being traditionally involved
within the architecture and built environment
community.
The designed content of each survey changes as
more and more are released. Each one denotes more
progress occuring in the proposal for the testbed. For
each, there is an aspect included that focuses on the
fact that people’s attention spans on social media are
extremely short. Long surveys or things that do not
actively excite and engage them will not be clicked on.

fig 14

The more personal the answers, the better.
Opportunities for testimonials and short answers are
to be added in each of the surveys when the paired
content warrants it. It is this kind of response that
evokes the character and voice of the community
previously ignored in the architectural process.

While the design of surveys has proven to be a big
draw for user participation, the actual project proposal
for the testbed must also continue along a parallel
path. As each survey is released, one path is more
user focused and the other is geared more towards
evidence.
The project proposal gets more and more visual as the
process continues. It relies heavily on architectural
terms that are not common vernacular for outside
survey takers by the second survey/end of conceptual
design phase. This alignmnet is a pivotal point to
keep the survey takers interest while also keeping
them included and understanding the project.
Spatial diagrams with conventional color blocks
and bubbles were introduced to relay the program
proposal as a part of the iterative design process.
While these graphics are meant to question the
“program” of the proposed space, the legibility and
understanding of these drawings is an equally
important aspect to dissect.
Traditional architectural drawing names are always
introduced and explained towards the third survey
and the start of the schematic design process.
Additionally, the inclusion of quick Instagram story
design decisions like materiality, finishes, and
massing are introduced at this stage. These are based
on the foundational knowledge established through
the first 2 surveys.

survey REACH
01

Friends
This is the core group of users and “friends” on Facebook that
hopefully feel the most obligated to answer a survey posted
from a personal account. These are where some of the most
open and honest answers come from.

02

Friends of Friends
When your “friends” like, comment, or interact with a post or
survey, facebook’s algorithm then connects friends’ friends
with posts that their first connection, your friend, supposedly
“likes”.

03

Pages
Surveys with the right privacy settings can be allowed to
be shared to any pages that wish to present the content. In
the case of this thesis, all of the surveys were shared to a
Facebook page dedicated to the testbed’s neighborhood.

04

Facebook Community Feature
Facebook has a feature where any user can create a post with
graphics, polls, or asks that may request time, signatures, or
donations. Many users post on this for charities, or passion
projects. Posts like this survey ask for users’ time to fill out.

01

Gauge the User Group and Their Background.
As this is the first of many surveys being conducted, it is
imperative that a control group is established. There needs to
be an idea of who these “exterior voices” are and whether or
not they have ever taken part in a process like this before.

02

Experiment with Graphic Styles.
In order to situate social media users as to where the testbed
is located, the graphics in the first survey rely heavily on
the inclusion of Google maps as a foundation.Architectural
information is added as overlay.

03

Gauge the Level of Interest in Survey Participation.
The first survey has a range of different types of questions.
The type and amount of response gathered from the varied
forms of questions will be an insight as to which is best to
move forward with.

04

Test How the Availability of Social Media and
Crowdsourcing Stems Progress
Create a base understanding of user needs, wants, and
the amount of feedback that could be possible in order to
continue with both the survey and the project proposal.

fig 15
fig 12

fig 08

RESEARCH METHODS:
survey
01
“oh I could never do

01

How did you hear about this project?
- fellow staten islander
- interested in architecture
- friends with rob
- other ....

02

Are you involved within the architecture, building,
and design industry?
- yes
- no
- no, but i have always been interested

What feature of st. george would you like to see

that.’ I’m here to say
I THINK YOU CAN.”

fig 17

The first survey was widely
successful in the range of feedback
and social media sharing that it
received. It was posted on a Sunday
night around 5pm. This is what is
normally considered a “prime time”
for social media engagement. During
this time of the day, many people are
decompressing from their weekend
activities and are spending time
scrolling. This might be one of the
reasons why the survey received over
66 responses.
The facebook post consisted
of a personal testimonial that
was a shortened abstract along
with graphics and a link to the
actual survey. The tone of the
facebook post was meant to be
more personal to fellow facebook
users and friends, while the survey
itself more academic as a piece of
evidence. Additionally, the “facebook
community help page” was utilized
in an attempt to cast a wide net and
involve as many users as possible.

03

- ferry terminal
- s.i. baseball park
- municipal buildings
- waterfront parks
- housing

- entertainment spaces
- fitness/community centers
- restaurants
- shopping/retail
- other ....

Why do you want to see this change?
(Prompt direct to a short answer response)

04

What do you think is missing from this area of
staten island?

05

(Prompt direct to a short answer response)

06

fig 17

How often would you like to be notified of progress for
this thesis?
- every 2 weeks
- once a month
- after every school presentation
- no thanks

07 - other ....
fig 17

There is a balancing act being played
with how a Facebook post itself
is “designed.” There needs to be
elements that grab and hold people’s
attention for the >30 seconds they
read a post on average.
fig 16

09

What are some features that you think would enact
positive change?
- basketball courts
- green space
- community theatre
- learning/education center
- boxing
- additional fitness space
- meeting space for
- other ....
community

08

10

Would you be personally affected by these changes?
- yes
- no
- maybe
- other ....

Have you been personally been to the george
Cromwell Center?
- yes
- no
- maybe

Do you think a community center brings positive
change?
- yes
- no
- maybe
- other ....

survey results
identified

These survey graphics were created in
order to compile and visualize the answers
that a majority of users answered along
with the personal anecdotes that were
included in some of the short answer &
“other” options.

The adjoining graphic
details the “needs”
identified from writtenin testimonals in the
survey. Many people
wrote paragraphs on their
personal experiences
and thoughts on the
future of the St. George
neighborhood. The most
repeated words were
collected and highlighted
in black.These words then
follow a train of thought
towards a possible
program that could be
included within the
intervention. The “needs”
were then defined to 8
themes.

fig 18

fig 19

“a-ha”
fig 20

fig 21

moment
As the scope of this thesis project became more
focused, there was also a refinement in the methods
used to gather user information towards a more
participatory-design focused architectural process.
This “aha-moment” occured when the surveys that
were originally sent out. Their insights could have
had the full bredth of the meta business insights if
the thesis was created as a “page” users joined and
instead of being shared as a personal post with a
link. That way, certain insights like the amount of
people who viewed the post and may or may not have
interacted with it could have been recorded. For the
purpose of the time constraints placed on this thesis,
it was a better move to continue posting the surveys
from a person account. A dedicated thesis “page”
might not have received the same traction as an
individual request for help.
With this information in mind, the thesis Instagram
account was changed to “professional” on Instagram
in order to reap the benefits of the post insights report
on this platform. Thankfully this mistake was realized
before the thesis started to test how design decisions
on Instagram could be applied to the parallel feedback
loop occuring within the potential design project
proposal.

01

Present Opinions and Needs Identified in Survey 01
It was a priority to show users taking the second survey
that they are not alone in this endeavor. A brief recap and
presentation of findings from Survey 01 were included to
show the majority results from questions already taken.

02

Introduce Architectural Graphics in a Vernacular
Language
A mix of graphics that are used within and outside of the
architectural industry were used in order to test what
“outside voices” best understood.

03

Gain Insight as to Which Proposal is Most Attractive to
the Community
Diagrams were created and presented to the responders.
Their task in the upcoming survey was to choose what might
be the best options based on their needs identified earlier.

04

Build on Decisions Established in Survey 01
Other decisions like needs, the idea for a community center,
and whether or not certain physical programs should be
included. These established both a base for the architectural
proposal for St. George but also options for users responding.
fig 08

RESEARCH METHODS:
survey
02
“I
LITERALLY
COULD NOT DO THIS
WITHOUT YOU...”

01

How did you find out about this survey?
- fellow staten islander
- friends with rob
- interested in architecture - fellow architect/designer
-other

02

The 8 “needs” identified from the first survey were fresh
food, entertainment, pedestrian access, quality housing,
parks, nightlife, and social ownership. Is anything that
still needs to be included?
- yes
- no

02

Are you involved in the architecture/building design
industry?
- yes
-no

Is this “plan” of St.
George successful?
- yes
- other
- no

fig 22

The second survey attempted to
repeat themes and features identified
as “user friendly” in the first. Some
other factors were changed based
on circumstance. For instance, the
second survey was posted on a
Tuesday evening at 9PM because
of visual production progress. This
might be a factor as to why the
second survey only received 35
responses instead of the original 66.
The same components of the short
testimonial, survey link, graphics, and
words of gratitude were included.
This survey might have posed a
challenge to users who were scrolling
and did not remember the prompt
provided in the original post. The
second survey was acting as a
progression based off of the answers
from the first and the graphic
language continued this idea. It
might have seemed intimidating or
too time consuming for the average
Facebook user scrolling at night. In
order to further simplify the survey,
separate sections were not included
to overwhelm responders.

Is this “plan” of St.
George successful?
- yes
- other
- no

fig 23

06-07

04-05

Is this “plan” of St.
George successful?
- yes
- other
- no

Is there a “need”
missing? Thoughts?
- short answer

08-09

fig 22

A Tuesday night after dinner time is
not when social media apps see a
spike in insights and activity. Even
though the post was shared the
same, this might have been a factor
to the 6 comments and 2 shares that
the post received.
fig 22

10

11
fig 23

What is your favorite option for a St. George
intervention?
- plan 01
- plan 02
- plan 03
- other...
Were these plans easy to understand?
- yes
-confusing - not user
-no
friendly to those outside of
architecture field.

Is there a “need”
missing? Thoughts?
- short answer

12

Is there a “need”
missing? Thoughts?
- short answer

What would you most like to see as an outcome
from this survey/proposal? (Can check multiple)
- plans (overhead “cuts” of bldg showing inside walls &
uses)
- sections (sideways “cuts” showing different levels &
uses)
- perspective renderings of different aspects of the
proposal
- large scale plan showing all of the bldgs and greenery
- keep it conceptual

survey results

fig 24

Quality life services
like a pharmacy,
bank, etc. are
missing with
housing portion
Add rec space
like pickle ball,
basketball courts,
and artificial fields
Placing affordable
housing on a
storefront property
will exacerbate the
preexisting issue in
this neighborhood.
Need room for Collin
Jost’s ferry

is there a need missing?
thoughts?

fig 24

Most people
who responded
to the survey
said that they
would best
understand
and prefer to
see renderings
as a definite
outcome.

master plan 02 feedback

survey results

master plan 01 feedback

More public
parking to
support new
entertainment
& nightlife

master plan 03 feedback

I dont
understand
how this place
is lonely at
night with that
view.

Community
gathering
spaces should
be indoors for
consistency

More
reasonable
cost parking

Nightlife
doesnt seem
like a safe
location on the
water

There needs
to be more
housing
available.

Seems like
the focus is
more towards
nightlife and
new housing
and not
drawing in the
community.
tourism is
second.

Can the
entertainment
pier house Pete
Davidson’s
ferry?
is there a need
missing? thoughts?

is there a need
missing? thoughts?
A clear majority
voted for the 3rd
master plan option
to be implemented,
but testimonial
feedback reported
thst the others
should still be
incorporated moving
forward.

People who responded
voted that they were easily
able to understand the
bubble diagram plans but
noted that it was hard for
them to imagine what
the intervention would
actually look like because
the current survey was so
conceptual.

instagram survey goals
01

Over-saturate followers feeds with proposal content to
test immediate feedback response.
Provide a multitude of stories with survey questions to
study how users respond with a new platform. Survey
questions still aided in continuing project progression and
methodology.

02

Adapt the survey post to Instagram’s culture.
Instagram stories are completely different than a Facebook
feed in terms of dimensions, attraction, and user tools.
Stories must be succinct and direct so users keep
“watching.”

03

Test how users respond to survey questios with less time.
Instagram stories last only 15 seconds and are posted on the
platform for 24 hours. This new constraint gives users less
time to deliberate their answer. It is considered a more “gut”
reaction to the content.

04

Understand responder’s “limits” to survey length.
One of the benefits of a rapid response survey is that you can
fit more “questions,” and in this case, “stories.” This survey
experiment will track how long users’ attentions are captured
by the rapid-fire questions.

fig 25

RESEARCH METHODS:
QUICK DESIGN DECISIONS
“just quick taps
and even faster
design
decisions”
The third attempt to convince feedback
from social media users required a switch
in platform. Instragram, another platform
run by meta, was chosen based on personal
data like followers and previous interaction
numbers. The switch was helpful because the
insight report is within the same data servers
since both the Instagram and Facebook apps
are run under the same umbrella of “Meta.”
Instagram stories were created with quick
“true or false” style questions. Users who
viewed the story only had one choice to make.
This decreased the required action needed
to complete the survey. No external links
were needed to answer these questions and
the results were instant. The questions that
follow ask a series of opinions on whether
or not certain architectural elements would
be more preferable to include within the
potential project proposal in the testbed.
These stories stayed posted for 24 hours
before the insight report was gathered.

Time elapsed and live engagement
are 2 key features of the instagram
story. Using both of these icons,
you can see which profiles most
frequently and rarely interact with
your story and gather responses.
fig 26

instagram story
saturation

Each Instagram story was created using
both Photoshop and the Instagram creator
tools in order to feature live voting of
story viewer preferences. The thesis is
experimenting with an even more rapid
decision making process for the community
since the proposal has progressed.

Potential Building Enclosure:
Top Option: 42%
Bottom Option: 58%
impressions: 831 Accounts
Exited: 61

Potential Pier:
Top Option: 71%
Bottom Option: 29%
Impressions: 935 Accounts
Exited: 42

Potential Lightrail Station:
Top Option: 21%
Bottom Option: 79%
Impressions: 1,026 Accounts
Exited: 165

Potential Community
Center:
Top Option: 70%
Bottom Option: 30%
Impressions: 797 Accounts
Exited: 21

Potential Apartment
Complex:
Top Option: 62%
Bottom Option: 38%
Impressions: 818 Accounts
Exited: 13
fig 27

Potential Building Form:
Top Option: 28%
Bottom Option: 72%
Impressions: 1,191 Accounts

Potential Waterfront Park:
Top Option: 79%
Bottom Option: 21%
Impressions: 977 Accounts
Exited: 49

Potential Boardwalk:
Top Option: 47%
Bottom Option: 53%
Impressions: 892 Accounts
Exited: 43
fig 27

Overview of Insights:
- accounts reached; 1,191
- content interactions:
254
- impressions: 784
- replies: 2
- shares: 0

- forward: 732
- back: 114
- exited: 77
- next story: 30
- follows: 0

RESEARCH METHODS:
survey 03
01

Build Upon the Progress and Design Decisions Made in
Survey 02
Present findings from users gleaned in Survey 02 to
establish a current foundation for design. Use this
information to continue design phase.

02

Apply a More Literal Interpretation of Diagrams
Previously, all of the buildings and programs of the potential
project were all circles and conceptual shapes. In Survey 03,
literal building footprints will be introduced based on prior
feedback.

03

Gauge How “Outside Voices” Comprehend Traditional
Architecture Graphics
Survey 02 asked responders what kind of drawings they
would like to see as a final outcome. Survey 03 is tasked with
presenting those drawings and seeing if they are easily read.

04

“final
survey
brought to you by
your own opinions”

fig 29

The final survey was sent out in the same
manner and method as the past two. It
aimed to give the responders a complete
picture of the project that their answers
assisted in creating. As this was the last
chance that users had to interact with the
proposal before the thesis was complete, it
was important to present all of the options
and clearly link their origins back to the first
questions asked in the original survey. This
attempted to provide a wholistic idea as to
what a potential testbed project would look
like before continuing to the construction
document phase.
One consideration was time. Because
of upcoming presentation and holiday
schedules, this survey was posted twice.
These times were chosen based on previous
forecasts of when social media users are
most likely to be on their phones during a
holiday weekend. This forecast was needed to
get the same quality results as before.

Asses User Fatigue and Survey Taking Process Feasibility
The third survey is meant to examine how many people are
still engaged with the design process, the current stage of
the St. George proposal, and whether or not this process can
be applicable in actuality.
fig 08

fig 29

fig 29

Certain factors like time and
the affect of a personal request
were taken into account in order
to gather responses. Similar
language and format were used.
fig 28

01

02

survey 03
questions

How did you find out about this survey?
- fellow staten islander
- friends with rob
- interested in architecture - fellow architect/designer
-other

On a scale from 1-5, how
understandable are these drawings?
-1
-4
-2
-5
-3

Are you involved in the architecture/building design
community?
- yes
- no

03

09

On a scale from 1-5,
how understandable
is this “plan”?

On a scale from 1-5,
how understandable
is this “plan”?

-1
-2
-3
-4
-5

-1
-2
-3
-4
-5

06

Does this graphic style provide a comprehensive
understanding of the proposal?

04 -- yes
no
05

- other

Suggested ways to improve the graphics and overall
proposal?
- short answer response

On a scale from 1-5, how
understandable are these drawings?
-1
-4
-2
-5
-3

Does this graphic style provide a comprehensive
understanding of the proposal?

07 -- yes
no
08

12

- other

10

13

Which graphic style provided the best overall
understanding of the proposed project?

Suggested ways to improve the graphics and overall
proposal?
- short answer response

15
fig 30

- graphic 01- google map plan
- graphic 02- plan with textures
- graphic 03- black and white
perspectives

Does this graphic style provide a
comprehensive understanding
of the proposal?
- other
- yes
- No

Does this graphic style provide a
comprehensive understanding of the
proposal?
- yes
- other
- No
What aspect of these drawings offered a
better understanding of the proposal?
- Labels
- including context of surroundings
- realistic colors/textures applied
- color coding keys

16

11

14

Suggested ways to improve the
graphics and overall proposal?
- short answer response

Suggested ways to improve the
graphics and overall proposal?
- short answer

Hypothetically, how willing would you
be to take more surveys in order to
curate the design of a building in your

17

community?
- not willing
- very willing

fig 30

survey 03 results
identified

add a feature where
you cick on a number
and get a summary/

explain the different
views between the
different graphics

will these plans be
completed in phases?
Include a timeline.

more description of
location instead of
just an arrow

include close up 3d
graphics/ renders/
sketches of the bldgs.

get all aspects on one
side with an overall
view on the other

street views in
addition to birds eye
view

include more street
levels to understand
what we would see

use greens that
contrast with each
other more

love the 3d view but
need more labels to
identify buildings

colors are hard to see
for people who don’t
have good vision

water as a different
color, it currently
reads like land

combine this with
graphic 01

none. love this.

label the buildings for
what they will be

i like how it visually
shows what would be
there

it’s a great visual to
see, but would love to
see more labels

couple this with the
same type of aerial
view to understand

color coding by
typology

how do current
landmarks respect
one another?
fig 31

fig 31

Needs, Schedule, and Ideal
Audience Gathered
Survey 01 revealed that it was
reaching people outside of the
architecture industry who would be
directly affected by the proposed
changes to the St. George testbed.
Then, the personal needs and inside
opinions of the stated audience
were brought to light in order to
start the design process.

summary of survey findings

Needs Were Translated and
Conventional Outcomes Outlined
Survey 02 only built up the
foundational information laid out by
Survey 01. The needs identified were
drawn out through a combination of
diagram that was debated by survey
responders. From this survey, an
overall urban strategy was laid out
along with the graphic means by
which it will be presented.

Visual Grasp of Image and Design
Phase Completed
Survey 03 uncovered the
comprehension level of those
“outside voices” in how they
understood the more traditional
architectural drawings presented
in the questionnaire. At this point
in the design process, building
footprints were established and a
potential firm could take the survey
findings and start to create a design
development set of documents.
fig 32

Even as the proposal edges closer and closer to a territory where architects take
over, it is still important that the needs and opinions of the community are
included. Above is a graphic illustrating how comments and critiques can still be
applied to both the proposal presentation style and its overall arrangement.

fig 33

While the first and second surveys
allowed the investigation to identify the
needs of the testbed community, the
Instagram stories shed a light on new
elements of the immediate-feedback aspect
of participatory design. This is the proposed
key that can be integrated within the
traditional architectural process. Through
Instagram stories, this thesis used a shorter
method of gathering data in order to cast a
wider net of profiles who would participate.
Additionally, the creator insight report
gathered by Instagram provided a story-bystory number of users who were engaged,
viewed, and/or voted on the simple pole
provided.
The posting of the stories was an attempt
to appease the shorter attention spans that
accounts viewing an instagram story tend
to have. Since stories only last on avergage
15 seconds, accounts might feel obligated
to answer the question for the account they
followand are aware that the question will
only be posed for a certain amount of time. It
gives off the sense that the poll is less serious
and requires less effort. Given that fact, more
people tend to vote on Instagram stories than
having to click through a google survey link
off of a facebook post. Thus, a wider network
of profiles and a greater amount of answers
were collected through this investigation.
This data can directly be used towards the
programmatic and aesthetic aspects of the
St. George architectural intervention.
Paired with the interwoven stories, the
third survey offers even more vision for
the proposal using the opinions gathered
previously. The drawings and depictions
of the testbed project are more concrete
and can provide more information for the
architectural firm that would potential build
it. Each survey, story, post, and vote offers
more insight and establishes trust in the line
of communication between designer and
user.

so
what?

instagram vs. facebook;
likes vs. likes

fig 34

When all is said and done, how can we
apply this information gathered?
For the exclusive use of this survey, the
insights can be applied to the approval
or rejection of design proposals posed to
a community. The amount of accounts
reached compared to the amount that
interact with the survey sets up an
observation as to whether or not a post was
successful in engaging user feedback. Thus,
the design of the post or the proposal itself
should be adjusted in order to capture a
greater reaction from followers.
Facebook and Instagram both rely on
profile actions in order to figure out what the
users are interested in. When insights are
gathered from Facebook, a lot has to do with
the written out description of the content
posted. When looking back on Facebook
reception, an architectural proposal is aided
more from the written reviews or language
used to outline the proposal. On Instagram,
the reactions are more of a quick reflex that
can be curated adversely. In this way, smaller
details and minor adjustments to a project
that need feedback would be best posted on
this platform. Additionally, it would bode well
for a firm’s project if the positive reactions
manufactured design updates that fit into
an aesthetically pleasing grid on their profile.
fig 35

DATA COLLECTION VS. PROJECT PROGRESS
data collection

possible program & intervention idea pitched

survey 01 created and shared on facebook

survey 01 data gathered from google
survey & facebook sharing insights

65 responses and strong sharing insights

survey 02 created and shared on facebook

35 responses- less engagement than the first,
but similar results in opinions

instagram graphics created and polls
shared on stories
>1000 views- greatest engagement so far,
but less personalized opinions

project progress

needs, audience, program, and testimonials
gathered from responses. Still conceptual

base findings presented, iterations
of master plan drawn, and comments
gathered on feasbility of programs

aesthetics and opinions gauged from
chosen images, responses, and poll results

survey 03 shared & consisted of mix between
traditional & diagramatic arch drawings
45 responses- an average amount of
comprehension & opinions of drawings from
engagement between previous surveys
outside voices gathered to proceed design

completed data collection report based on
previous surveys

how design decisions
were affected

traditional architectural project
proposal presented back to survey
responders for final critiques
fig 36

fig 37

counter argument to
integrated design process
counter argumentS
01

“Waste of Time in the Design Process”
As shown in the timelines provided by this thesis, the posts are released once and
can be looked over at any time during the design process when needed. That way,
architects can go back to review insights and engagement numbers when faced with
a design decision.

02

“Not Cost Effective”
Facebook and Instagram business accounts that track reactions are free for all
to use. Architects actually have a leg up in this realm of data sharing because of
our educational training in Photoshop, Illustrator and translating public speaking
methods into proposals.

03

“May Not Be Applicable”
It is noted that the traditional architecture training has instilled a god-complex in
emerging graduates. While there are certain facets of information that are more
pertinent coming from an architect, all buildings should be shared with those who
are going to be affected by and use it the most.

04

“Architects Don’t Know How to Use Social Media”
It is time to learn. One of the most important principles of architecture and how it
has survived for thousands of years is that it is adaptable. When new challenges
arise, architects find a way to conquer them. Social Media is the next challenge that
may not be a physical obstacle, but should be mastered nonetheless.

the end...

The conclusion of this thesis only comes because
the researched proposal was put into action on a
project. The incorporated of this integrated design
method can continue in any project within the
built environment through the final checklist and
occupation phase. Survey questions and design
can be tweaked to comply with the current stage of
design, but the benefits and trust created with the
community are still there. This thesis is grounded in
the current version of the architecture industry but
looks a future that is more inclusive and a little bit
more social.

or is it?

Community input has long been an overlooked factor within the traditional architectural process. This
thesis tests a potential design workflow that directly integrates active feedback from people who aren’t
normally included within the traditional architectural industry. The aim is to weave a field of open inquiry
through social media for feedback within a modified design process. A testbed was chosen where
there is a disconnect between outside designers and the local community. In order to bridge this gap, a
potential project was introduced that strives to restore the neighborhood’s once-positive notoriety and
physical landscape. Additionally, a series of surveys were shared on social media to gather feedback and
testimonies from people within this area. Their insights and opinions were utilized in the progress of the
potential proposal as external experts. In doing so, this thesis attempts to fully investigate how a more
integrated form of participatory design can have a positive impact.

Feedback is only generated
when a “reaction” is incited
which is directly correlated to
overall survey interest.
As each survey is released, one
path is more user-focused and
the other is geared towards
compiling design decision data.

VISUALS
APPENDIX

Control questions are included
in each survey so as to identify
the audience and position the
affected users.
Project proposal gets more and
more visually adapted as more
reactions and feedback are
gathered from user profiles.
The designed content &
social actions change as more
surveys are released to capture
attention spans.
Spatial diagrams evolve
along the process as their
comprehension is an important
part of project development.
Testimonials evoke the voice
of the community and are
not normally included in the
traditional design process.
Cross platform graphics
are added and based on
foundational data gathered
from original surveys released.
fig 38

1.

2.

7.
3.

entertainment pavilion

6.

4.

8.

boardwalk

5.
floating estuary

MIXED USE AFFORDABLE APT. BUILDING

nightlife/ restaurants

TOURIST ATTRACTIONS
rooftop soccer field

1. mixed use affordable
apartment building
2. Tourism attractions
3. Nightlife/
restaurants
4. entertainment
pavilion

5. rooftop soccer field
recreation
6. water
rental buildings

9. nightlife/tourism
pier
10. mixed use affordable
apartment building

7. boardwalk

11. parking structure

8. floating estuary

12. cromwell community
center

9.
11.

10.

staten island
ferry terminal

12.

Graphic style 01 presented in Survey 03.

Graphic style 02 presented in Survey 03.
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fig 41

staten island
ferry terminal

boardwalk

mixed use apt. building

tourist attractions

parking structure

nightlife

entertainment

waterfront park
food source

floating estuary

Graphic style 02 presented in Survey 03.

boardwalk

nightlife

tourist attractions

affordable housing

Graphic style 03 presented in Survey 03.
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fig 42

entertainment

waterfront park
food source

boardwalk

nightlife

tourist attractions

affordable housing

entertainment

waterfront park
food source

Graphic style 04 presented in Survey 03.

boardwalk

nightlife

tourist attractions

affordable housing

Graphic style 03 presented in Survey 03.
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fig 42

entertainment

waterfront park
food source

boardwalk

nightlife

tourist attractions

affordable housing

Graphic style 03 presented in Survey 03.

Graphic 04 showing Northwest view of site presented in Survey 03.
fig 42

fig 44

Graphic style 04 showing restaurant district street view presented in Survey 03.

Graphic style 04 showing entertainment pier presented in Survey 03.
fig 45

fig 46

project distribution
Survey

1.17 - 5.2 Social Media

survey 01

Background

Graphic Design

2.2 - 2.9

Social Media
Planning

Questions

Design

Spatial graphic depicting the diagramatic breakdown of time and importance spent on each major aspect of the survey methods.
fig 47

Spatial graphic depicting the diagramatic breakdown of time and importance spent on each major aspect of the survey methods.
fig 48

survey 02
Graphic Design

story surveys
2.2 - 2.9

Graphic Design

Timing

2.2 - 2.9 Facebook

Story Surveys

Questions
Questions

Instagram

Spatial graphic depicting the diagramatic breakdown of time and importance spent on each major aspect of the survey methods.
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Spatial graphic depicting the diagramatic breakdown of time and importance spent on each major aspect of the survey methods.
fig 50
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